
  
  
  
Gymea Eco Retreat & Spa looks forward to hosting your retreat.  We have a 
beautiful boutique Healing Spa and would like to offer you treatments during your 
free time during your retreat.  Our offerings are a mix of bodywork and healing 
treatments. 
 
Deeply Relaxing Remedial or Relaxation Massage   60min   $100 (normally $110)  
 
Organic Radiance Facial 60min        $100 (normally $110) 
Discover the embrace of First Love Organic Facial whilst your skin gets a beautiful 
organic treatment. Products by Synthesis made in the foothills of Mt Wollumbin. 
  
Himalayan Pink Salt Glow Body Scrub  45min $80 (normally $90) 
A gentle exfoliating experience… 
 
Pink Salt Glow Scrub and Cream Coconut Body Wrap and Hair and Scalp Treatment 
Massage        60min  $135 
A beautiful salt scrub followed by a soothing coconut cream body wrap and 
topped of with a head massage with nourishing hair oil. 
 
Harmonic Balance   60 min   $120 or    90 min    $165 
This is non-invasive vibrational medicine. This energy-based modality has its roots in 
ancient Asian traditions. Using sound with the precision of calibrated tuning forks, 
these are applied to specific points to access the body’s energy meridians or 
played above the body to balance and clear the chakra system. The forks 
represent a natural harmonic series with each frequency having its own unique 
healing property. The high resonance and vibration connects with and supports the 
body’s natural frequencies supporting the body to heal itself, raise the vibration 
and come into balance and inner harmony. 
 
 
Intuitive Bodywork   60 min   $120 or    90 min    $165 
At the beginning of the Intuitive Bodywork session, you will set an intention with the 
help of your therapist.  Deep pressure is then applied along with gentle energy work 



to allow greater self-awareness and possibilities of release and connectedness with 
deep presence.  Through care, breath and energy movement, profound 
awakenings can be achieved, leaving you with a sense of being grounded, at 
peace and deeply relaxed. The session takes place fully clothed on a mat on the 
ground and is similar to a Shiatsu Treatment combined with Gestalt Psychotherapy 
techniques. 
 
Flower Healing Therapy Session 30 min   $65 
Flower Therapy is a non-invasive, life enhancing therapy.  The Life Force conveyed 
by each flower carries a resonance which is absorbed through the body’s energy 
field influencing the mental, emotional and physical well-being. Like homeopathics, 
flower essences are vibrational in nature. 
When you no longer know how to go further, the flowers can be a gentle, yet 
profound ally for soul expansion, emotional wellbeing and mind-body health. The 
flowers can work to resolve negative emotions, give emotional and grounded 
strength during crisis and change, protect the aura, build self-esteem, nurture self-
love, bring clarity of mind, open the heart to forgiveness and love, clear karmic ties 
and more.. 
 
 
 
Eftpos/credit or cash is available for payment.  
Please bring this with you to the Healing Spa on the day of your treatment.  
  
  
To avoid disappointment please book four days in advance by emailing: 
spa@gymearetreat.com.au  
  
We look for to pampering you. 
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